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[1] Ocean eddies and fronts affect surface stress via two mechanisms: (1) ocean surface
currents altering the relative motion between air and sea and, hence, the stress fields and
(2) ocean sea surface temperature (SST) gradients forcing changes in stability and near-
surface winds. In this paper, we quantify the first effect and how it impacts Tropical
Instability Waves (TIW) in the eastern Pacific. High-resolution satellite data and a regional
coupled model are used to distinguish between stress changes due to the surface currents
and those due to the changes in stability and near-surface winds. It is found that both
mechanisms affect the surface stress curl, but they do so at different latitudes, allowing for
their effect on Ekman pumping to be distinguished. The Ekman pumping due to the surface
current effect alone, leads to significant damping of the TIWs. In terms of the eddy
kinetic energy, the inclusion of surface current in the stress leads to decay with an e-folding
time comparable with the period of the TIWs. It is, thus, an important damping mechanism
to be included in ocean and coupled ocean-atmosphere models.
Citation: Small, R. J., K. J. Richards, S.-P. Xie, P. Dutrieux, and T. Miyama (2009), Damping of Tropical Instability Waves caused
by the action of surface currents on stress, J. Geophys. Res., 114, C04009, doi:10.1029/2008JC005147.
1. Introduction
[2] Recent studies have identified two dominant means by
which ocean mesoscale features (such as fronts and eddies)
affect the surface stress. Firstly, the surface stress and its curl
field, and hence the Ekman pumping, are modified not just by
winds, but also by the presence of ocean currents. Ocean
currents give rise to a relative motion between atmosphere
and ocean, and hence modify the surface stress [Bye, 1986].
In this paper we treat this simply as a change in relative
velocity of the interface, and we do not consider more
complex modulation of the stress due to wave-current inter-
action [Johannessen et al., 1996].
[3] Secondly, surface stress is modified by the SST gra-
dients associated with ocean features, as a result of a
combination of the change in wind speed, and the change
in stability as airflows across different SST regimes [as
reviewed by Xie, 2004; Chelton et al., 2004; Small et al.,
2008]. A common feature of these studies is that the low level
wind speeds and hence the magnitude of the stress above ocean
mesoscale features tend to be larger overwarmSSTandweaker
over cool SST. Changes in the surface stress due to these mecha-
nisms can also be accompanied by changes in the gradients of
the stress, which are important to upper ocean circulation.
[4] The aim of this paper is to investigate the relative
effect of the ocean surface current and atmospheric boundary
layer adjustment on the stress fields over Tropical Instability
Waves (TIWs) in the eastern Pacific, and to deduce the impact
this has on the ocean eddies. TIWs are important to the heat
budget of the Equatorial Cold Tongue [Jochum et al., 2004;
Jochum and Murtugudde, 2006; Menkes et al., 2006;
Dutrieux et al., 2008] as well as being associated with
significant biological activity [Yoder et al., 1994; Menkes
et al., 2002]. They are also believed to rectify onto interan-
nual SST and precipitation variability [Jochum et al., 2007;
Zhang and Busalacchi, 2008].
[5] Note that as the atmospheric response to TIWs has
already been well studied and quantified, as reviewed in
section 2.2, this allows the current effect to be better distin-
guished, and the feedback to be better understood. We use a
regional coupledmodel and satellite measurements of surface
stress, SST, and surface height to perform the investigation.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, a background
is given on the twomechanisms of stress adjustment. Section 3
describes the data, the model and the methods. Section 4
quantifies the reduction in eddy kinetic energy (EKE) and the
change of decay rates of the TIWs when surface currents act
on the stress fields. Section 5 then explains in more detail
how the damping takes place via Ekman pumping, and
distinguishes this from the effects of the changes in surface
stability and near-surface winds. This is followed by a
Discussion of how the feedback mechanisms affect the heat
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budget of the eastern Equatorial Pacific Ocean, and we finish
with Conclusions. The major finding of the study is that the
impact of surface stress modulations due to surface currents
on ocean eddies is significant both in observations and
model: this has been known for the mean current field, but
previously has been shown only theoretically for eddies
[Dewar and Flierl, 1987].
2. Background
2.1. Stress Modification by Surface Ocean Currents:
The ‘‘Understress’’
[6] Bye [1986] studied the impact of surface currents on the
stress by the change in the relative motion and termed it
‘‘understress’’: this termwill be used in this paper henceforth.
He noted that the air-sea interface exerts a drag on both the
atmosphere (via wind stress) and the ocean (via understress).
Bye [1986] derived the total surface stress in bulk flux
form as
t ¼ ta  to
ta ¼ CU 10 to ¼ CUC ; ð1aÞ
where
C ¼ ra
1þ eð Þ2 CD U 10  UCj j: ð1bÞ
Here U10 is the 10 m wind vector, UC the surface ocean
current, CD is the 10 m drag coefficient, and ra is air density.
e2 is the ratio of the product of density and drag coefficient
in air to that in seawater. In most applications the ratio is
assumed negligible so that
t ¼ raCD U10  UCj j U10  UCð Þ ¼ raCD Usj jUs; ð2Þ
where Us = U10U c is the relative surface motion. The fact
that the ocean current does appear in the surface stress
has been noted by several investigators using satellite
scatterometer measurements [Kelly et al., 2001; Cornillon
and Park, 2001; Chelton et al., 2004; Park et al., 2006].
[7] Various analytical and numerical models have been
used to study the impact of the ‘‘understress’’ on the equa-
torial ocean currents and the cold tongue [e.g., Pacanowski,
1987; Luo et al., 2005]. Less attention has paid to the effect
on mesoscale eddies, with the exception of the studies
discussed next.
[8] The impact of understress on ocean eddies can be
understood by considering the Ekman pumping wE, given by
wE ¼ 1r0
rx t
f
; ð3Þ
where f is the Coriolis acceleration, t is the surface stress
vector defined above, and r0 is an average water density.
Dewar and Flierl [1987] considered the effect of the full
formulation of stress on ocean eddies (including surface
ocean current Uc in equation (2)) in a quasigeostrophic
framework on an f plane (f = f0). Linearizing (U10Uc) about
the atmospheric wind, when the background wind is zonal,
the additional Ekman pumping due to the understress effect
is approximately given by
w0E ffi
ra
r0
CDU10
2ucy  vcx
 
f0
; ð4aÞ
where Uc = (uc, vc) and subscripts x and y denote differen-
tiation. For an axisymmetric vortex, with vcx = ucy, the
relative vorticity x = 2ucy, so that expression (4a) can be
rewritten
w0E ffi
ra
r0
CDU10
3x
2f0
: ð4bÞ
[9] This extra term results in a relaxation of the thermo-
cline and is analogous to bottom friction: it is referred to by
Dewar and Flierl as ‘‘top drag.’’ Numerical experiments
showed that the dissipation of the eddy due to this top drag
was over three times more effective than from a more stan-
dard biharmonic interior friction.
[10] Martin and Richards [2001] investigated the impact
of this effect on an anticyclonic eddy in the North Atlantic,
and estimated Ekman pumping anomalies up to 1 mday1.
This made a significant contribution to the vertical flux of
nutrients, an argument supported by in situmeasurements by
McGillicuddy et al. [2007]. It is worth remarking that
whereas cyclonic and anticyclonic mode 1 eddies are damped
by the top-drag effect, the near surface vertical motion in the
mode-water (mode 2 ‘‘lens’’) eddies by McGillicuddy et al.
[2007] are enhanced. This is because the latter has upward
motion at the top of the pycnocline, whereas the geostrophic
currents are determined by the depression at the bottom of the
thermocline. The top drag causes upward motion to enhance
the doming of the upper pycnocline and to transport nutrients
vertically.
[11] Seo et al. [2007] showed that the perturbation surface
currents of TIWs can alter the surface stress estimate over
the TIW region by ±20%. Polito et al. [2001] computed
the Ekman pumping associated with TIWs and displayed
a Ho¨vmoller diagram of the properties averaged between
1.5N and 3.5N. By comparing the SSH anomaly and the
Ekman pumping, and finding them in phase, they deduced
that the Ekman pumping was due to the surface currents of
TIWs impacting on the surface stress. As suggested by
Dewar and Flierl [1987], the TIW ‘‘vortex’’ is feeling a drag
at the sea surface.
2.2. Stress Modification by Ocean Eddies due
to Atmospheric Boundary Layer Adjustment to SST
[12] Several investigators have found modification of low
level winds and surface stress over Tropical InstabilityWaves
(TIWs) [Hayes et al., 1989; Xie et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2000;
Hashizume et al., 2001; Chelton et al., 2001]. In addition to
the already noted increase of stress over warmer water,
Chelton et al. [2001] described the consequences of this for
the stress gradient fields. Positive wind stress curl tends to be
generated when the wind blows along the SST isotherms of
the northern TIW front, due to the shear between the higher
speeds to the right and lower speeds to the left of the air
parcel. They find an observed linear relationship between
wind stress curl and the crosswind component of SST
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gradient. In addition, the wind stress divergence is found to
be linearly related to the alongwind component of SST
gradient, as winds are often found to diverge as they cross
SST fronts. Chelton et al. [2004] and O’Neill et al. [2005]
extended this work to find similar relationships in most of the
eddy-rich regions of theWorld’s oceans. Following Seo et al.
[2007] we will refer to this mechanism of stress modulation
as the SST-wind feedback.
[13] A few studies have looked at the effect of these
modifications of stress on the underlying ocean, in particular
via the Ekman pumping. The consequent modification of sea
surface height (SSH) by Ekman pumping is seen in the linear
vorticity equation under long wave approximation: [e.g.,
White and Annis, 2003]. The relevant terms here are
@h
@t
 cR @h
@x
¼  r
0
r0
wE þ . . . ; ð5Þ
where r0 is the potential density difference between the upper
ocean and the interior ocean, and r0 is an average water
density. Hence positive (negative) Ekman pumping velocity
acts to decrease (increase) the SSHA.White and Annis [2003]
found that this would affect the translational motion of a
warm anticyclonic eddy in the northern hemisphere. Under
background westerly winds, the positive (negative) curl
found north (south) of the eddy acted to reduce (increase) the
SSH anomaly (SSHA) via the Ekman pumping, thus leading
to an equatorward motion.
[14] The coupled modeling study by Seo et al. [2007]
showed that the atmospheric wind response to SSTanomalies
in TIWs is negatively correlated with the surface currents.
This indicated that TIWs are damped by the overlying
atmospheric wind response. In an analysis of the eddy kinetic
energy (EKE) equation, they estimated this effect to be
roughly 10% of the barotropic conversion source term in
the tropical Atlantic Ocean.
[15] Spall [2007] investigated the effect of SST induced
wind stress curl anomalies on baroclinic ocean eddies using
an oceanic quasigeostrophic model with the Ekman pumping
determined to be a function of the SST gradient. For the case
of wind blowing from warm to cold water, he found that the
growth rate of the instabilities could be enhanced relative to
the Eady problem for uncoupled flow. Spall [2007] also
found that strong stratification, weaker oceanic jets (less
advection), and low latitudes favor stronger coupling. Thus
it may be expected that the process would be important for
Tropical Instability Waves near the equator. Here the airflow
is from cold to warm in which case the expectation is that
there will be a damping effect. Indeed, in an earlier study
Pezzi et al. [2004], who used a similar parameterization of
wind stress anomalies, note a decrease in SST variability in
TIWs when the coupling was switched on.
[16] In the present study we extend the results by Polito
et al. [2001],Chelton et al. [2001], Pezzi et al. [2004] and Seo
et al. [2007] to distinguish and quantify the SST-wind
coupling mechanism and the understress mechanism and
their effects on TIWs.
3. Data and Methods
[17] In this paper satellite observations will be used to
diagnose the combined effects of SST-wind feedback and
understress on the TIWs. However, these data cannot easily
be used to distinguish between these feedback mechanisms,
and therefore we also employ a regional ocean-atmosphere
model to perform sensitivity studies.
3.1. Satellite Data
[18] To study the observed relationship between surface
stress, SST, and surface currents we utilize three comple-
mentary satellite data sets. SST was gathered from the
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Microwave
Imager (TMI). TMI data is not affected by clouds and hence
has a significant advantage over infrared radiometers in
regions of large cloud cover [Wentz et al., 2000]. For near-
surface wind and stress estimates, we use the QuikSCAT
SeaWinds scatterometer. QuikSCAT normalized cross-
section is calibrated against 10 m neutral wind vectors
deduced from buoy measurements (as discussed for NSCAT
by Wentz and Smith [1999]). In order to convert to surface
stress we use the Large and Pond [1981] formalism. For both
SST and winds we use the daily 3-day running mean product
from Remote Sensing Systems (www.ssmi.com), processed
on a 0.25 grid. Sea level data is gathered in the form of
combined TOPEX/POSEIDON and European Remote Sens-
ing satellite sea level anomaly fromCentre National d’Etudes
Spatiales (CNES) Archiving, Validation and Interpretation
of Satellite Oceanographic data (AVISO [Ducet et al.,
2000]), from October 1992, on a 0.25 grid, every 10 days.
The anomaly is defined relative to a 7-year time mean for
1993–1999.
3.2. Regional Coupled Model
[19] The IPRC Regional Ocean Atmosphere Model
(IROAM) is run for the eastern Pacific domain [Xie et al.,
2007]. It comprises a regional atmospheric model [Wang,
2001; Wang et al., 2004] and the MOM2 ocean model
[Pacanowski and Griffies, 2000]. The sigma coordinate
atmospheric model has 28 sigma levels, 8 of which are in
the lower 1000 km to better resolve the boundary layer. The
z coordinate ocean model has 30 levels, 20 of which are in
the upper 400 m. Vertical mixing in the ocean is based on
the Pacanowski and Philander [1981] scheme, and lateral
mixing is governed by a constant Laplacian eddy viscosity
coefficient of 200 m2 s1.
[20] A 1=2, co-located grid is employed for the ocean
T, S and tracer points and the atmospheric unstaggered
grid. Xie et al. [2007, their Figure 1] show the domain
of the complete model system. The fully coupled ocean
atmosphere part of the model covers the Pacific Ocean from
150Weastward to the American coastline, and from 30S to
30N. In this interactive domain, the coupling occurs once
per day, and fluxes are derived from the Fairall et al. [2003]
bulk formulae using daily mean values of the SST (and
surface currents for the understress case) from the ocean
model and nearsurface temperature and humidity from the
atmospheric model. The ocean model is initialized by setting
the temperature and salinity equal to Levitus [1982] January
climatology and velocity set to zero. It is spun up from 1991
to 1996 using basin wide forcing from NCEP/NCAR reanal-
ysis [Kalnay et al., 1996], then the interactive coupling is
switched on from 1996 to 2003. Further details and an
overview of the model performance can be found in the work
of Xie et al. [2007]. Lateral boundary conditions and initial
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conditions of the atmospheric model are obtained from the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis.
[21] The coupled model is modified to include the under-
stress effect in a similar fashion to that described by Song
et al. [2006]. First the relative surface motion Us = U10U c
is found using the uppermost layer ocean current and the
lowest layer atmospheric velocity. This is used in the calcu-
lation of the bulk surface fluxes (see equation (2)). These bulk
fluxes (stress, heat flux) are then used as boundary forcing for
the ocean model. For the atmospheric model, the lowest layer
momentum equation includes the effect of the ocean current
in the vertical diffusion [Song et al., 2006, their equations (6)
and (7)]. This approach is equivalent to the fully coupled run
by Luo et al. [2005].
3.3. Methods and Model Experiments
[22] In order to highlight the effect of the TIWs, we high
pass filter the data longitudinally, by removing a 12 running
average, and then linearly regress onto a variable at a fixed
point where the variance is high (e.g., filtered SST at 2N,
120W), following Hashizume et al. [2001]. This technique
effectively highlights the effect of TIWs on the atmosphere
and the stress fields. The linear regressions presented here are
done using daily data in order to derive smooth, well-sampled
fields. For the satellite altimetry, the 10 day gridded SSHA
data was linearly interpolated in time to a daily resolution.
Although the altimetry data significantly undersamples the
TIWs (which have periods of 17–30 days), the results are still
useful when used in conjunction with well-resolved model
data which was compiled into daily averages. Further, the
linear regression uses a long time series of data where many
measurements are taken of the different phases of TIWs (i.e.
from a number of different TIW vortices); in that sense, it
provides a reasonably well-sampled data set.
[23] For consistency between observations and model, we
use 10 m neutral equivalent wind U10N instead of 10 m wind
U10. Here a modification of equation (2) needs to be con-
sidered. In the absence of currents
t ¼ rCDN U10N
  U10N ;
where CDN =CDjU10j2/jU10Nj2 is the neutral drag coefficient.
CDN is independent of stability and is a function only of the
10 m neutral wind speed for a motionless surface. When
currents are considered, the drag coefficient becomes a
function of the change in speed between the surface and 10m.
However, as the Large and Pond drag coefficient is constant
(1.2 
 103) for wind speed changes within the range 4 to
11 m s1 (including most of the range of winds considered in
this study, see section 3.1), we will assume also that the small
(<1m s1) adjustments to the windmade by assuming neutral
stratification and/or by adding ocean currents do not change
the drag coefficient.
[24] Three main model simulations are presented to inves-
tigate the sensitivity of the model system to the feedbacks
of interest. A control run contains full coupling, including
the understress effect, and is referred to as Experiment 1
(Exp. 1). A second simulation was performed identical to
the control except that the understress effect was switched
off (Exp. 2). In addition, an atmosphere-only run was
performed for comparison with coupled simulations, termed
Exp. 3, which uses TMI daily SST (a 3-day running
average), as a surface boundary condition. The latter run
has the advantage of having observed SST at the surface,
allowing a direct evaluation of the SST-wind feedback
effect against observations.
4. Dynamic Variability of the Tropical Instability
Waves
[25] An overall comparison of the regional coupled model
and observations is presented in Xie et al. [2007]. Here we
concentrate on the TIW activity and begin by comparing the
EKE and the SSH variability in the coupledmodel runs and in
observations.
4.1. Eddy Kinetic Energy and Sea Surface Height
Variability
[26] The level of TIW activity can be characterized by a
suitably defined eddy kinetic energy (EKE). We write the
ocean velocity u ¼ U þ u0, where U is taken to be the
velocity field associated with the large scale flow field and
u0 an eddy component. For this analysis we use the spatial
high pass filter described in section 3.3 to define the eddy
component [Hashizume et al., 2001]. (When using this
spatial filter, the time mean of @u0/@t is not necessarily
zero, but in practice it is near zero.) The EKE is given
by 1/2r0(u
02 + v02), and is computed from one year of data,
1 May 2000 to 30 April 2001, which includes one full TIW
‘‘season’’. A depth average of the EKE is then performed to a
depth of 95 m, which is close to the depth of the core of the
EUC in the eastern Pacific.
[27] The EKE in the model case with understress (Exp. 1,
Figure 1a) reaches a maximum in the longitude range 135W
to 120Wand between the equator and 2N. When averaged
in longitude between 140W to 110W (Figure 2), the peak
value for Exp. 1 is nearly 66 J m3, close to the equator.
When the understress is removed (Exp. 2, Figures 1b and 2),
the EKE is increased, to around 100 J m3, about 11=2 times
the Exp.1 value.
[28] As this stage it would be useful to compare with
observations, but estimates of EKE from observations are
mostly confined to close to the Equator [e.g., Qiao and
Weisburg, 1998] where the TAO ADCP are located, or along
a particular longitudinal section (e.g., Luther and Johnson
[1990] computed an EKEwhich peaked at 2N at around 75 J
m3 at 70 m depth and averaged over 3 longitudes between
150W and 160W, estimated from their Figures 5 and 9).
However, individual velocity component covariances were
computed by Baturin and Niiler [1997] from a large (nearly
2000 member) sample of Lagrangian drifters in the tropical
Pacific Ocean. They found that at 15 m depth, the meridional
eddy velocity covariance r0(v
02) reached a maximum of
approximately 75 J m3 close to the equator and at 120W,
and over 125 J m3 at around 3N (derived from their Plate
4c). These values are comparable to those of total EKE found
in the model, but a more quantitative comparison is not
undertaken due to the different time periods and/or longi-
tudes used in the Luther and Johnson [1990] and Baturin and
Niiler [1997] study.
[29] A better quantitative comparison can be made by
analyzing the sea surface height anomaly measured from
satellite directly and that from the model data. (This has the
added advantage that the data can be filtered in the same way
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as the model to highlight the TIWs.) For this analysis, the
SSH data is filtered spatially as before to highlight the TIWs,
and for the model data the time mean is removed (this has
already been done in the altimetry product), to derive SSHA.
The root mean square (RMS) of SSHA was computed from
3 years of data (1998–2000). The observed SSHA is greatest
around 6N and between 140W and 130W in these years,
with maximum amplitude between 6 and 7 cm (Figure 3a). In
Exp. 1, the maximumRMS of SSHA is weaker than observed
(less than 5 cm), and located further east and slightly south of
the observed maximum (Figure 3b). When the understress is
removed (Exp. 2), the maximum RMS of SSHA is actually
closer to that observed (Figure 3c).
[30] Two important points arise from Figures 1 to 3. Firstly,
the eddy activity is significantly reduced when understress is
included. This may arise due to the direct damping of the
eddy field by the ‘‘top drag’’ effect [Dewar and Flierl, 1987;
Polito et al., 2001], or indirectly by reducing themean current
shear [Pacanowski, 1987] and hence the level of instability
and energy conversions which leads to eddy activity. This is
discussed further below. Secondly, it is noteworthy that the
observed SSH variability appears to be comparable to or
larger than the model run with no understress, and signifi-
cantly greater than the case with understress. This point is
interesting in itself, but the comparison with observations
should not be used to say whether Exp. 1 or Exp. 2 is more
‘‘skillful’’ than the other, because of the strong sensitivities of
the model to other, more tunable parameters, in particular the
horizontal, constant Laplacian eddy viscosity, and the vertical
eddy viscosity, which are less physically based than the
understress effect. Instead, it suggests that the amount of
momentum mixing in the model may be too low, because of
deficiencies of the mixing scheme.
4.2. Eddy Kinetic Energy Budget
[31] A common method of analyzing the generation and
dissipation of TIWs is to compute the eddy kinetic energy
(EKE) budget [e.g., Luther and Johnson, 1990;Masina et al.,
Figure 1. EKE (Jm3), depth averaged from the surface to 95m. (a) Experiment 1 and (b) Experiment 2.
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1999]. The EKE budget shows the relative importance of
different mechanisms of energy transfer (e.g., via baroclinic
or barotropic instabilities or diffusion). Previous studies have
suggested that TIWs generate from barotropic instability
occurring on the meridional shear between the northern
branch of the South Equatorial Current (SECN) and the
North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC [Philander, 1978]),
or on the meridional shear between the Equatorial Undercur-
rent (EUC) and SECN [Luther and Johnson, 1990; Qiao and
Weisburg, 1998; Masina et al., 1999], or from baroclinic
instability [Cox, 1980; Luther and Johnson, 1990]. The latter
is at least partly due to the presence of the northern SST front
[McCreary and Yu, 1992; Masina et al., 1999]. The debate
over which mechanism is most important is complicated by
the proposed existence of two distinct types of waves, one
near the equator and one further north possibly associated
with the SST front [see Cox, 1980; Luther and Johnson,
1990; McCreary and Yu, 1992; Kennan and Flament, 2000;
Lyman et al., 2007, for more details].
[32] It is not the purpose here to add to these discussions
of the generation mechanisms for TIWs, but it is important
to compute the generation terms of the EKE equation in order
to better understand the counteracting role of understress.
However, the EKE budget is sometimes difficult to interpret
as it represents a balanced state after the various mechanisms
have all played their part. In order to detect the tendency that
would occur due to a particular mechanism alone, we also
propose below a simple modification of the EKE terms.
[33] The standard EKE terms for the ocean model have
been stated by, e.g., Luther and Johnson [1990] and Masina
et al. [1999], while Baturin and Niiler [1997] and Seo et al.
[2007] also include the term which involves work done by
surface stress on the eddies. Of interest here are the conver-
sion terms, and the stress work term, which may be written in
depth-averaged form as
BT ¼ r0 u0  u0 
@U
@x
; u0 
@U
@y
  
:
BC ¼ g r0w0h i
S ¼ uc
0  t0
 
h
; ð6Þ
where BC is the baroclinic conversion, BT is the barotropic
conversion and S is the stress-feedback damping term due to
the interaction of the part of the stress modified by the TIWs
with the TIW surface current field, the term of interest here.
Here the angled brackets denote a depth average to depth h, uc
is the ocean surface velocity, u0 and U are the depth depen-
dent ocean eddy and large scale current respectively, and t is
the surface stress.
[34] The reason why the stress-work term provides a
damping is illustrated in Figure 4, taken from Experiment 1
with full coupling and understress. The filtered SST (color),
surface stress (black arrows) and surface current (white
arrows) are all regressed onto filtered SST at 2N, 120W.
As noted by Seo et al. [2007], the surface stress anomalies
oppose the current anomalies over much, but not all, of the
domain shown. This is due to both the understress mecha-
nism and the SST-feedback mechanism. For instance, over a
cold cusp (e.g., at 123W, 3N and vicinity) the currents
coincide in direction with the background south-easterly
winds, and hence the stress is less than in a case with no
surface current. This adds to the SST-wind feedback effect,
Figure 2. EKE (J m3, equivalently kg m1 s2), depth averaged to 95 m then averaged between
longitudes 140–110W. Thick solid line, Experiment 1; dashed line, Experiment 2; thin solid line,
Experiment 1–Experiment 2.
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Figure 3. SSH standard deviation due to TIW variability (color, cm). (a) Observations from altimetry.
(b) Model Experiment 1, with understress. (c) Experiment 2, no understress. For Figures 3b and 3c, the
mean SSH (cm) is added as contours.
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which also leads to reduced stress in the cold cusps, due to the
atmospheric boundary layer adjustments (the process dis-
cussed by Seo et al. [2007]). Consequently there is a negative
correlation between the stress anomaly and the current
velocity. The stress damping is often largest in the cold cusps
of TIWs (as seen from a longitude-time Hovmo¨ller plot,
Figure 4b).
[35] The terms in the EKE budget are evaluated first using
a value of h = 95 m, as in the EKE calculations of section 4.1
(sensitivity to depth average is discussed below). The results
for the 1 year time average, averaged in longitude between
140W and 110W, for Exp. 1 and Exp. 2, are shown in
Figure 5. For the case with understress (Figure 5a), the
barotropic conversion term (thick solid line) has a large
Figure 4. (a) Anomalies of SST (color), surface stress (black vectors), and surface current (white vectors)
regressed onto SST at 2N, 120W. Units for current and stress are arbitrary. (b) Hovmoller plot of filtered
stress damping term (color, units of 105 kg m s3) and filtered SST (C, contoured at 0.5C intervals,
negative dashed, zero omitted) averaged between latitudes 2.5N and 3.5N. All frommodel Experiment 1.
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magnitude near the equator (due to meridional shear between
the EUC and SECN), while the baroclinic conversion term
(thick dashes) is significant between the equator and 5N,
peaking at around 3N (partly due to the near surface temper-
ature front, and partly due to deeper vertical shear of the
equatorial currents), while the stress-damping term (thin solid)
also has its largest values centered on 3N, but is rather small
compared with the conversion terms. These values are similar
in spatial distribution and relative magnitude to those found by
Masina et al. [1999] for the Pacific Ocean and Jochum et al.
[2004] and Seo et al. [2007] in the Atlantic Ocean. (Note that
the three terms shown do not form a closed balance: other
important terms include the vertical dissipation of energy in
the mixed layer; (M. Jochum, personal communication,
2007) and the radiation term (advection of the pressure
anomalies by the eddy currents [Masina et al., 1999]).
[36] When the understress is removed (Exp. 2), a large
secondary maximum of the barotropic conversion term
occurs near 4N, (the shear zone between the SECN and
NECC), while the peak in baroclinic conversion is slightly
changed in location but not in amplitude (Figure 5b). Mean-
while, the stress-damping term (as represented by term S)
does not change much between runs (compare thin solid line
in Figures 5a, and 5b).
[37] At first glance these results suggest that in the 1-year
balance, the difference in EKE between Exp. 1 and Exp. 2 is
due to the change in mean current shear at 4N, (which would
influence the barotropic conversion term), while the under-
stress has little impact. However, there is another possibility,
which cannot be detected in this balanced result. If the
understress has a significant damping effect on the eddy
amplitude, it would have two effects on the EKE balance.
Figure 5. Eddy kinetic energy budget terms, depth average, and longitude average (140–110W).
Barotropic conversion is marked with a thick solid line, baroclinic conversion with a thick dash, stress-
current feedback with thin solid (units of 105 kg m s3, equivalent to 105 J m3 s1). (a) Experiment 1
(with understress), depth-averaged to 95 m. (b) Experiment 2 (no understress), depth-averaged to 95 m; the
modified stress-current feedback is shown as a thin dash. (c) As in Figure 5b, but depth-averaged to 45 m.
(d) As in Figure 5b, but using the mean shear from Experiment 2 (no understress) and the eddy part from
Experiment 1 (understress) to compute the barotropic term.
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Firstly it would act to reduce the stress-damping term S, and
secondly it would affect the barotropic conversion term BT,
because these terms are dependent not just on the stress and
the mean shear respectively, but also on the eddy part (u0, v0)
of the flow (see equation (6)). Thus it is difficult to assess the
true importance of the understress from the balanced state.
[38] An alternative approach is to consider the tendency in
EKE if the understress effect is suddenly switched on. Here
we can take the results from Exp. 2 (where the eddies have
not been affected by understress) and compute the correlation
of the eddy currents with the stress tm that would have been
calculated were the surface current taken into account, using
tm ¼
tW U10  UCj j U10  UCð Þ
U10j jU10
; ð7Þ
where tWis the original surface (wind forced) stress in Exp. 2.
We have assumed the change of the drag coefficient is small
when the relative motion is added (see section 3.3). Thus this
approach is an approximate method to gauge the true impact
of understress, and it may be noted that it does not include any
of the consequences of the modification on the size of the
other terms or on the eddy amplitude, which are included in
the full model of Exp. 1.
[39] The direct effect of switching on the ocean current
influence via equation (7) can be viewed from scatterplots of
the filtered stress versus filtered wind or current values
(Figure 6). For the no-understress Exp. 2, the stress anomalies
tW
0 are related to the meridional wind anomalies (Figure 6a),
as expected from equations (1) and (2), but show no clear
relation to surface current (Figure 6b). These unmodified
stress anomalies have a magnitude mostly less than 0.02 N
m2. However, the modified stress values tm
0 do show
an approximately linear relationship with surface current
(Figure 6c). When the difference is taken between the
modified and the unmodified stress, tm
0tW0 (Figure 6d),
differences of up to 0.01 N m2 occur when the surface
current anomaly is strong (magnitude of 0.5 m s1 or more).
In other words, the effect of the eddy surface current on stress
can be up to half the total filtered stress value.
[40] When the modified stress (equation (7)) is used, the
new stress-damping term is given by
Sm ¼
uc
0  t0m
 	
h
; ð8Þ
which provides a measure of the magnitude of the damping
effect on the eddies before the eddies are reduced in amplitude.
Figure 6. Scatterplots of the meridional component of surface stress ty versus wind or current values.
All quantities are filtered, and from model Experiment 2. (a) Unmodified stress tW
y versus meridional
wind. (b) Unmodified stress versus meridional current. (c) The modified stress tm
y versus meridional
current. (d) The difference between the modified and the unmodified stress versus meridional current. Units
of stress are N m2; wind and currents are in m s1.
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The resulting modified stressdamping term (Sm) for Exp. 2
is shown on Figure 5b (thin dashed line). It is significantly
larger than the unmodified term and is comparable in mag-
nitude to the baroclinic and barotropic conversion terms
between 1 and 6N.
[41] It should be noted here that the importance of the
modified stress-damping term is not particularly sensitive to
the choice of depth of averaging. For example, when con-
sidering an upper ocean budget to 45 m for Experiment 2
(Figure 5c), the BT and S terms become larger in absolute
magnitude than for the 95 m case (Figure 5b), while the
modified stress-damping term Sm becomes second only in
magnitude to that of BT near the equator. For a deeper
average to 172 m (well below the core of the strong equato-
rial zonal jets in this longitude range and in this model), the
Sm term is still almost half as much as the BT value near
the equator and comparable to the other terms at 4N (not
shown).
[42] The implication of these new results is that the
introduction of understress leads to a significant reduction
in EKE and to a new balance of terms in the EKE equation. It
is thus an important effect in the dissipation of TIW EKE, as
will also be shown later from analysis of the Ekman pumping
velocity.
[43] From Figures 2 and 5, an estimate of the e-folding
timescale implied by the stress term can be derived. Table 1
lists the estimates for near the equator (where the EKE is
highest) and at 3N (where the stress damping is high),
for experiment 2. The e-folding times at the equator are
100 days and 50 days using the unmodified and the modified
stress term respectively. At 3N the corresponding decay
times are just 30 days and 12 days respectively. Considering
that the period of TIWs is just 15–30 days, these decay times
would imply a significant reduction in eddy activity and
readjustment of the flow if the understress effect were to
be turned on, and is consistent with the reduced EKE
found in Exp 1.
[44] The question remains as to whether the difference in
the barotropic conversion term between the experiments at
4N (Figures 5a and 5b, thick solid lines) is due to reduced
mean shear, or reduced eddy activity, or both. To answer
this we start by viewing the long term time-mean of @U/@y
(Figure 7, for experiments 1 and 2) which has been identified
as the important component of the barotropic conversion
term by Jochum et al. [2004]. At the surface there is little
difference between the two experiments (maximum absolute
shear at the surface of 4.16 
 106s1 for Exp. 2, 4.06 

106s1 for Exp. 1), while in the thermocline Exp. 1 has
slightly larger values (by about 10%). It appears to be
counterintuitive to have larger shear in the case of under-
stress, which generally reduces equatorial currents in coarse
global models [Pacanowski, 1987], but it may be caused
either by the reduction of the extraction of energy from the
mean by eddies or a nonuniform change of the zonal mean
currents. These small differences suggest that the BT term is
mainly being modified by eddy current component.
[45] To verify the fact that mean shear was not causing the
difference in BT term at 4N, BTwas recomputed for Exp. 2
but taking the mean shear from Exp. 1, and the results (not
shown) were essentially unchanged from the full Exp. 2
term seen in Figure 5b. Alternatively, when BT is computed
using the mean shear from Exp 2 (no understress), and the
eddy part from Exp. 1 (understress), the result is almost
identical to that for Exp. 1 alone, as can be seen by
comparing Figures 5d and 5a. These results show that the
differences in the BT term between Exp. 1 and Exp. 2 is
mostly due to the change in eddy amplitude. A physical
explanation for these results is that the barotropic conver-
sion in the SECN/NECC shear zone is heavily dependent on
the strength of the eddies that are available to extract energy,
more so than in the EUC/SECN shear zone where the mean
shear appears to determine the conversion term [Weisburg
and Weingartner, 1988].
[46] In the next two sections we look in detail at the inter-
action between the ocean and atmosphere on the scale of the
TIWs and consider the reason for the decreased EKE when
understress is introduced.
5. Modulation of Surface Stress and Ekman
Pumping Fields
[47] As discussed in sections 1 and 2, the surface stress curl
fields and hence the Ekman pumping may be modified by
ocean eddies either by the effect of SST gradients on the
overlying wind, or from the understress effect. One technique
to examine the relative effects of each process is to regress the
filtered stress curl fields onto indices of the TIW activity, for
each of the 3 experiments described above. Note that in this
section we refer to high pass filtered and regressed fields as
anomalies.
5.1. Surface Stress Curl
[48] If we choose the high-pass SSTat a particular location
along the propagation path of the TIWs as the TIW index
(section 3.3), some interesting features are seen in the field
of regressed wind stress curl (Figure 8). The observations
show large curl anomalies in two distinct latitude ranges: one
mostly within 2 of the equator, and one centered on 4–5N
(Figure 8a). The near-equatorial anomalies are reproduced in
all 3 experiments (but with somewhat larger amplitudes in
Exp. 3, the atmosphere only simulation, Figure 8d). Here the
curl response is governed by the SST-wind feedback (indeed
further examination showed that they were linearly depen-
dent on the cross-wind SST gradient, as discussed byChelton
et al. [2001]). The higher latitude anomalies (4–5N) are
Table 1. Estimates of E-folding Time for Experiment 2 at the Equator and at 3N Using Unmodified
and Modified Stress Values
EKE
(J m3)
Damping Rate
(J m3 s1)
E-folding Time
(days)
Experiment 2 EKE Equator 100 1 
 105 100
Experiment 2 Equator Modified Stress 100 2 
 105 50
Experiment 2 at 3N 60 2 
 105 30
Experiment 2 at 3N Modified Stress 60 5 
 105 12
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Figure 7. Latitude-depth section of annual mean meridional shear of zonal velocity (color, 105 s1),
averaged between 110W and 100W. Potential density is contoured at 0.25 kg m3 intervals. (a) Model
Experiment 1, with understress and (b) Experiment 2, no understress.
Figure 8. Curl of the anomalous stress (color) regressed onto SST. Units 107 N m3 K1. Also shown
are SST (contour) and vectors of stress (Nm2 K1, scale arrows at bottom right). (a) Using observations of
SST from TMI, and stress derived from QuikSCAT, (b) model Experiment 1, (c) Experiment 2, and
(d) Experiment 3.
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reproduced in Exp 1 (Figure 8b), when understress is included,
but are much weaker in Exp. 2 (Figure 8c) and negligible in
Exp. 3 (Figure 8d). At these latitudes we hypothesize that the
effect of surface ocean current vorticity on the stress is mainly
governing the curl response. These differences between the
sensitivity runs are not seen in fields of the regressed sur-
face stress divergence (not shown), which is governed by the
SST-wind feedback in all cases [Chelton et al., 2001; Small
et al., 2003].
[49] The importance of the understress to the surface stress
curl is more clearly seen when the fields are regressed onto an
index of the TIW dynamic variability, namely the high-pass
SSH at a particular location along the propagation path of
the TIWs. Figures 9a and 9b show the filtered stress curl
regressed onto the filtered SSH at 4.5N, 120W. Note that
this location is in a region of high SSH variance in both the
observations and model (Figure 3, also Kennan and Flament
[2000] observed the center of TIW vortices to be at a similar
latitude). For Exp.1, with understress, there is a nearly
in-phase relationship between the anomalous stress curl and
the anomalies of ocean SSH (Figure 9a), especially in the
latitude range 3–6N. In contrast, for the run with no
understress (Exp. 2), the relationship between anomalous
curl and SSH is weaker, such that it is approximately in
quadrature (Figure 9b). In this case, there is a small but
nonzero anomalous curl signal because the curl has a small
dependence on SST at this latitude, and the SST anomaly is
spatially related to the SSH anomaly (via advection of the
mean SST gradient by the currents, which are dependent on
the gradients of the SSH).
[50] If the surface currents are really dominating the
filtered and regressed stress curl in Exp. 1, then we may also
expect that the filtered relative surface motion Us
0 will be
dominated by the surface current, (i.e. Us
0 = (U10
0U c0) 
Uc0), so that its curl will be equal to minus the filtered
surface ocean vorticity (as discussed by Chelton et al.
[2004]). Here primes denote filtered values. The regional
model outputs the relative motion Us and the surface ocean
currents in Experiment 1. The curl of the relative motionr

U s
0 in Exp. 1 is shown in Figure 9c (color) and indeed it can
be seen that it is close in magnitude and opposite in phase to
the filtered ocean surface vorticity (Figure 9c, contours). In
contrast, the curl of the purely atmospheric quantityr
U100
in Exp. 2 shows no relationship with the ocean vorticity
(Figure 9d), confirming our hypothesis that the ocean cur-
rents are primarily responsible for the curl signatures in
Figure 9c.
5.2. Ekman Pumping
[51] Having identified that the understress is mainly con-
tributing to the anomalous stress curl fields for latitudes 3 to
7N, we next need to examine how that impacts the ocean.
Here the Ekman pumping is computed from the nonfiltered
surface stress and then filtered and regressed onto the high
pass SSH at 4.5N, 120W (Figure 10). The Ekman pumping
is not applicable near the equator and only the latitude range
2.5 to 7N is shown.
[52] For the observations (Figure 10a), Ekman pumping
anomalies are located slightly south of, and are of the same
sign as, the SSHA anomalies. (The reason for the relative
southward location of the Ekman pumping extrema may be
appearance of the Coriolis acceleration in the denominator of
equation (3)). The Ekman pumping anomalies reach a mag-
nitude of 106 m s1 cm1, which for a typical SSH anomaly
of 5 cm is equivalent to 0.5 mday1.
Figure 9. (a) Curl of the anomalous stress (color) regressed onto SSHA at 120W, 4.5N, from
Experiment 1. Units 106 N m3 m1 of SSH. The SSH regression is overlaid as contours. (b) As in
Figure 9a, but for Experiment 2. (c) Curl of the anomalous relative motion Us (10
5 s1 m1) from
Experiment 1 with the ocean vorticity (105 s1 m1) regression overlaid as contours. (d) As in Figure 9c,
but for Experiment 2.
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[53] According to equation (5) positive (negative) Ekman
pumping velocity acts to decrease (increase) the SSHA.
The relationships between SSHA and wE in the TIWs
(Figure 10a) indicate that over the SSHA centers the Ekman
pumping would act to reduce the SSHA anomaly.We can note
a similar relationship in the regional coupled model, Exp. 1
(Figure 10b).
[54] The Ekman pumping derived directly from the surface
stress of the model can be compared with that estimated by
equation (4b), which assumes a uniform wind and axisym-
metric vortex. Using the regressed vorticity values shown in
Figure 9c (contours), and a typical mean wind of 7 m s1, the
estimated Ekman pumping using equation (4b) is shown in
Figure 10c (contours). It can be seen that the estimate
compares well with the full Ekman pumping derived from
the model stress (Figure 10c, color). This strongly supports
the hypothesis that the anomalous Ekman pumping seen in
Experiment 1 is due mainly to ocean surface currents mod-
ifying the stress.
[55] The Ekman pumping anomaly that is given by the
linear regression is essentially given by we
0 = Eh0 where h0 is
SSHA and E is a constant. Thus using equation (5) and iso-
lating the time evolution and dissipation (through Ekman
pumping) terms we have
@h0
@t
¼  r
0
r0
Eh0 þ . . . : ð9Þ
[56] Using equation (9) the approximate damping time-
scale for the SSH can be derived. For E = 106m s1 (from
Figure 10), and using typical values of r0 = 1 kg m3 and r0 =
1025 kg m3, the e-folding timescale is around 115 days.
Figure 10. Ekman pumping (color, 106 m s1 cm1) and SSHA (contours), both filtered and regressed
onto filtered SSHA at 120W, 4.5N. (a) Using observations of sea surface height anomalies (SSHA) from
TOPEX/POSEIDON altimeters and stress derived from QuikSCAT. (b) As in Figure 10a, but for model
Experiment 1. (c) Ekman pumping derived from Experiment 1 stress (color, 106 m s1 cm1) and
estimated Ekman pumping derived from Experiment 1 vorticity (contours, 106 m s1 cm1). Linear
regressions onto the filtered SSHA at 4.5N, 120Wusing daily data, 1 September 1999 to 31October 1999.
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Noting that a TIW time period is typically 15–30 days
[Lyman et al., 2007], this implies significant damping over
4 to 8 time periods, or, equivalently, over about 40 to 80 of
longitude. TIWs are known to propagate between 100Wand
160W [Contreras, 2002]; they can also occasionally be seen
just west of the Galapagos islands and as far west as the
dateline. Hence the effect of ‘‘top drag’’ alone would be
sufficient to damp away a TIW before reaching the end of its
path. The reason it does not do so is because of continuous
amplification along the path through baroclinic and baro-
tropic source terms (section 4).
[57] The estimated decay time of the SSHA under Ekman
pumping (115 days) is longer than the EKE damping time
computed in section 4.2 (50 days in the ‘‘unmodified’’
scenario). The difference may partly relate to the EKE being
a quadratic function of amplitude, so that its e-folding
timescale is half of that for amplitude alone.
6. Discussion
[58] The process of top-dragmay be added to themore well
known damping processes included in ocean models, such as
mixing along isopycnal surfaces [Gent and McWilliams,
1990], vertical diapycnal mixing [e.g., Large et al., 1994],
internal wave mixing [Jayne and St. Laurent, 2001], and
bottom drag. It is clear that inclusion of the understress effect
in a GCMwill require some reassessment of the impact of the
imposed lateral and vertical mixing on the dynamics and
thermodynamics of the ocean model. Further, this assessment
should ideally be done in a coupled model due to feedbacks
between the ocean and atmosphere system [Richards et al.,
2009; hereafter referred to as R2009].
[59] The EKE in the understress experiment is reduced by
10% or more in the latitude range 1S to 6N (Figure 2). This
includes the range close to the equator where the SST-wind
feedback is strong (e.g., south of 3N, Figure 8d).
It is therefore likely that the two feedbacks effects are not
mutually exclusive in this region. As the understress effect
modifies the surface stress and heat fluxes, the evolving SST
field with understress will be different from that without, and
hence the magnitude of the stress modulation due to wind-
SST feedback will differ between experiments. (This was con-
firmed by analysis of the differences (Exp. 1 minus Exp. 2)
in regressed stress curl near the equator, which were spatially
related to differences in the regressed SST, not shown).
However, north of 3N (away from the SST front), the damp-
ing of TIWs is almost exclusively due to the understress,
(Figures 8 and 9).
[60] Previous modeling studies have shown that TIWs are
important to the heat budget of the eastern Equatorial Pacific
[Vialard et al., 2001; Jochum et al., 2004; Jochum and
Murtugudde, 2006; Menkes et al., 2006; Dutrieux et al.,
2008]. At the surface, heat advection by the TIWs provides
warming in the Equatorial Front region [Vialard et al., 2001;
de Szoeke et al., 2007], which acts against and almost bal-
ances the advection by the mean flow [de Szoeke et al., 2007;
R2009]. The fact that TIW activity is reduced when
understress is included suggests that the heat advection
by TIWs will also be reduced. This has been confirmed by
an analysis of the eastern equatorial Pacific mixed layer
heat budget (not shown), following the method of R2009.
However, there is a compensating effect in that the reduced
overall easterly stress will lead to less upwelling and a
weaker westward SEC, which acts to reduce the cooling
on and close to the equator. The net effect is that Exp. 1
has a reduction in mean SST (relative to Exp. 2) at
latitudes 2–4N in most months, peaking in August at
about 0.4C, with slight warming to the north of that, but a
small SST difference on the equator, as seen in a monthly
mean IROAM 8 year ‘‘climatology’’ of the SST difference
(between Exp. 1 and Exp. 2) averaged between120W and
100W (Figure 11).
7. Conclusions
[61] In this paper we use a numerical model and satellite
observations to show that the inclusion of ocean current in the
surface stress (the so-called ‘‘understress’’), has a significant
damping effect on eddies, a process originally predicted
theoretically by Dewar and Flierl [1987]. It thus adds to
the damping caused by modulations of surface stress by
atmospheric boundary layer response to SST gradients, and
its feedback onto the ocean [Seo et al., 2007]. The results of
this paper also show that the surface currents of TIWs need
to be known for proper estimation of stress in the eastern
Equatorial Pacific.
[62] When the surface current is included in the stress, the
Eddy Kinetic Energy of Tropical Instability Waves in the
Pacific Ocean is found to reduce by a factor of about 1.5.
However, using a standard analysis of the EKE budget, the
effect of understress on the damping of TIWs appears to be
small. This is because the stress-damping term is dependent
on the correlation of the stress anomaly and the current
anomaly, so that the damping term diminishes as the eddies,
and their currents, weaken. A novel method is applied to the
EKE budget to reveal the magnitude of the stress damping
term before the eddies have been weakened. This shows
that the EKE damping due to understress is comparable in
size to the barotropic and baroclinic conversion terms. In
the absence of generation and conversion terms, the under-
stress would cause the EKE to decay on an e-folding
timescale of just 20–50 days, comparable to the time period
of the TIWs.
[63] Reasons for the EKE reduction were explored using
regressions of the filtered surface stress fields onto indices of
TIW activity, for model and observations. It was found that
the curl of the stress is influenced by both SST-wind feedback
and understress, but in separate latitude bands. In the band
from 3N to 8N, the curl of the stress is approximately
proportional to the SSHA and the surface ocean vorticity in a
fully coupled experiment, but not in the experiment with no
understress. These results suggest that the understress is
having a significant impact on the stress fields. This modu-
lation of the curl of the stress leads to Ekman pumping
anomalies and damping of the TIWs, the so-called ‘‘top-
drag’’ effect by Dewar and Flierl [1987]. The Ekman
pumping anomalies compare well with a rough estimate
which assumes that only the understress is modifying the
stress. The consequent dissipation has an e-folding timescale
of 115 days.
[64] Finally, it is found that the reduction of TIW activity
due to understress has an effect on the surface and mixed
layer temperatures of the eastern Equatorial Pacific. At the
Equatorial Front, a reduction of the heating by eddy advec-
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tion when understress is included leads to a cooler SST (by up
to 0.4C) relative to the case with no understress. However,
on the equator, this cooling effect is compensated for by the
reduced stress-driven upwelling, so the equatorial SST dif-
ference is small.
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